




Iam pleased to present to you Wood Nortori's brochure for
1993/94 and hope that you will find this of considerable interest.

Our aim is to deliver the highest quality service to you, the
customer, at a price you can afford.

Whatever your interest - whether it's for technical or operational
training, conference facilities, publishing or printing - I'm

confident that we have the necessary talent and experience to give
you exactly what you need.

The enormous range of our expertise and the high quality of our
facilities enables the Department to be both flexible and responsive.

Everyone of my managers would be happy to assist you in
providing a professional and cost effective service.

Thank you for reading our brochure.

Or. Alun Owen
Head of Engineering Training Department



Much has been written in recent years about the vital contribution that good, well organised training makes
to the development of organisations. It will come as no surprise that we also subscribe to that belief! But to
maintain a firm base of satisfied clients who will come back to us again and again, both our delegates and
those who pay for their training must also recognise the value of that contribution.

The good organisation of most activities requires that four stages are recognised and executed in turn:

Recognise the need for something to be done.

Design or plan the action.

Carry out the plan.

Review the result.

The review may lead back to another step one.

Training is no different to any other activity in this respect, so how can we help you in each phase?

IDENTIFYING NEEDS PLAN AND DESIGN

This is the vital first step in setting up any
training programme. We have over forty years
experience in assessing training needs, working
with clients at all levels both within the BBC
and outside. The types of service we have
successfully supplied cover a very wide range,
including:

With Training Managers and teams of expert
trainers who are all second-to-none in terms of
breadth and depth of experience, Wood Norton
is firmly placed to plan and design training
programmes. Whether they are large or small,
short or long, complex or simple, programmes
are prepared with effectiveness and value for
money as top prIOrItIes.

acting as consultants to working partIes of
senior staff.

advising on the learning needs of a single
individual transferring from one department to
another.

We have a wide range of techniques, resources,
and staff available to deliver training
programmes ourselves, together with an
extensive knowledge of what is available on the
open market. Our own capabilities encompass:

delivery of training programmes.

Our method is to work with our clients by
listening, observing, analysing and suggesting
possibilities - but only suggesting training if
that is potentially a real solution. This phase is
normally carried out at the client's premises,
rather than at Wood Norton.

*

conventional "tutorial type" presentations
supported by the usual range of Audio Visual
hardware
specially developed apparatus
packaged learning
high quality handouts
video material
All are supported by our local publishing
facili ties.

*



DELIVER EVALUATE

We can deliver training at your site or at Wood
Norton. We normally recommend that for very
short duration activities our trainers come to
you; for longer activities it is usually more
effective for the delegates to come to Wood
Norton, where they are free from the inevitable
interruptions, and can gain maximum benefit
from evening work and discussions without
time wasted travelling between home and work.

The ultimate test of the effectiveness of training
is whether performance improves at the normal
place of work. This can only be truly judged by
the manager concerned. Close and regular
contact with clients who have commissioned
traInIng programmes provides both
instantaneous and long term feedback on how
well programmes are meeting their objectives.
This is our most important source of
information and we always welcome your
comments - they are vital to our development.

It is also important that delegates give us instant
feedback at the end of a training activity; for
this we use both private questionnaires and face
to face dialogue. Many courses include
assessments of one form or another - written,
practical, individual, group. Whenever possible
these have been developed in conjunction with
clients, so the most important evaluation is
yours.

Is your operation more effective as a result of
the training?
Are your customers more satisfied with what
you are providing?

IN CONCLUSION

Wood Norrori has a proven track record of delivering training when and where needed, and to the standard
required. We believe in quality and are not ashamed to say so - but we also believe in delivering best value for
money. "You know best what you need and it's our job to provide it". We hope to be of good service to you
in the future.
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We've had considerable success training
journalists and production staff to get the most
out of technical equipment, helping them
master some basic techniques for recording on
location and for compiling and editing audio
packages back at base.

Our experienced teaching staff are selected for
their skills as communicators as well as for their
background i an appropciate operational
discipline, which they refresh from time to time
by regular visits and working attachments to
programme-making areas in all of the BBC's
output directorates.

o OPERATIONS
TRAINING MANAGER: MALCOLM NELSON 0386 50 1334

A udio Operations Unit offers a wide range of practical training in all aspects o'f radio and television
sound operations. As well as foundation training for new recruits we can provide s{Jecialis courses for senior
staff, Of specific modules to suit the needs of a particular individual or small group. Together with our
colleagues in Picture Operations, we're also experienced in designing rnulti-skilling training schemes and
operational familiarisation for groups of staff in their own workplace.

Short courses on topics such as stereo
techniques, MIDI, location sound, digital audio
and the Audiofile can be provided either at
Wood Norton or at your own base if that's
more cost effective. We can, of course, adapt
modules to suit your own particular operational
requirements - perhaps to help you introduce
new technology or new working methods.

during the day and for further practice in the
course members' own time. A wide variety of
portable equipment is also available for their
use.

Course members use a wide range of current
broadcast equipment to develop their practical
skills and they take part in realistic programme
simulations. At Wood Norton they're able to
investigate new techniques or equipment away
from the normal pressures of programme-
making, in an environment where sharing ideas,
experimenting and making mistakes are
naturally part of the learning process.

Above all, our reputation for success in the field
of operational training shows that we offer a
flexible and cost-effective training service,
carefully adapted to the needs of the individual
and of the organisation.

Our studio areas are comprehensively equipped
with up to date technology, to support training

We're here to respond to your needs and a
selection of what we can provide is described on
the following pages. If you'd like to know more,
or if you can't see what you're looking for, please
give me a ring. By using our extensive range of
training material I'm sure we can design a
course at reasonable cost to meet your specific
req uiremen ts.

Malcolm Nelson

AUDIO OPERATIONS



INTRODUCTION TO AUDIO

A wide variety of courses and training schemes
can be provided under this heading for
technical, operational or production staff.

This may involve training for new recruits to
the organisation, the retraining of existing
personnel w h ove moved to a new job, or
broadening the skills of people whose role now
includes responsibility for some aspect of sound
operations.

In the past, we've run such schemes for
technical operators in all of the BBC's output
directorates. Production staff and programme-
makers have also benefited from the breadth of
material we have to offer, with training
packages custom-designed to suit their
particular needs.

Whether it's for two days or two months - from
the simplest of sound recordings to the most
complex digital technology - if it involves audio
we can provide cost-effective modules to solve
your training problems.

OPERATIONAL
FAA4ILIARISATION

AI.MS

This course aims to equip radio producers and
journalists with the ability to undertake some
basic audio tasks confidently and successfully.
It can be structured around some or all of the
following topics and is substantially "hands-on".

CONTENT

A brief grounding in the fundamentals of audio.
How to make satisfactory recordings in a variety
of locations, choosing the most appropriate
microphone for the task.

Transferring those recordings to an appropriate
format back at base, editing them and
compiling a simple feature package in an
operational area. How to record telephone
interviews.

The use of equalisation, reverberation and other
sound processing if necessary.

Future developments, including new digital
recording formats and PC based editing
systems.

Knowing when to seek specialist assistance is an
important element of this kind of training

Up to

if more appropriate, this course can be
presented in your own workshop or studio area.

AUDIO OPERATIONS



STEREO
OPERATIONS

AIAfS

This course is ideally suited to experienced
operational staff who have little or no previous
experience of working in a stereo environment.
It aims to provide them with a firm grounding
in the basic principles of stereo sound for radio
and television, together with an insight into
methods of origination and stereo balancing
techniques.

CONTENT

Principles of binaural hearing and the stereo
system. PPM and loudspeaker monitoring.
Line-up levels, recording formats and
procedures. Stereo microphone line-up.
Microphone and balance techniques. Problems
of imaging, phase and mono compatibility.
Processing of stereo signals. Critical assessment
of stereo programme material. The problems of
post-production. An introduction to
distribution and transmission systems.

with an option to extend to three if additional
practical work and discussions with a guest

practitioner are included.

This course also works well on station, where it
may be closely directed towards the needs of a

particular group of staff in their own
operational environment.

AUDIO OPERATIONS

LOCATION SOUND
OPERATIONS

AIAfS

This module gives a practical "hands on
training in location sound recording for radio
or television. It can be provided at two levels:
either as an introduction for those new to
location techniques or as a means of
consolidating and extending course members'
previous experience, with particular emphasis
on stereo sound.

CONTENT

Investigation of microphones - current types
and their uses. Radio mics benefits and
potential difficulties. Acoustics and the
problems of sound pickup in a variety of
locations. Stereo techniques, M & S recording,
matching sound to picture. Portable mixers,
recording formats, parallel recording on OAT
and Nagra. Recording with editing and post-
production in mind.

The course adopts a "workshop" approach, with
a variety of practical simulations including at
least two full exercises in difficult industrial or
outdoor locations away from Wood Norton,

for an introductory module, one week for
delegates with some previous experience of

location sound recording.



AUDIO OPERATIONS
REFRESHER

AI.MS

This residential course provides an opportunity
for experienced operators to update themselves
on current and likely future developments in
the audio world, as well as refresh their
knowledge of a variety of fundamental sound
topICS.

CONTENT

The course is based around material normally
offered for radio and television progression
training, as well as for specialist courses such as
Stereo Operations, Audiofile Operations,
Digital Audio Update, MIDI, Location Sound
and Multitrack Operations.

Because of its modular nature, the work can be
designed to suit a particular group of delegates
and there is also the freedom for course
members to draw up their own personal
training agenda. Every effort is made to
accommodate individual needs and
reqUirements.

although longer training programmes can be
compiled if appropriate

DIGITAL AUDIO
UPDATE

AI.MS

This short module aims to give delegates a
thorough foundation in the theory and practice
of current digital audio techniques. It is very
practically-based and is aimed at experienced
operational staff who need to refresh their
knowledge and acquaint themselves with the
day-today benefits and problems of using digital
eqUipment.

CONTENT

Fundamentals of digital audio. Recording
systems: tape, CD, hard disk, optical disk,
floppy disk. The digital studio: interconnection
and synchronisation, AES/EBU and SPDIF
interfaces, digital sound desks. NICAM,
MUSICAM, APT-X and other data
compression systems, ISDN.

A specially written booklet supports this
module, and is a valuable resource for further
study.

with an option to extend to three for those
course members completely new to the subject.
This course can also be presented in your own
operational area, although there may be an
additional charge for hire of equipment.

AUDIO OPERATIONS



AUDIOFILE
OPERATIONS

AIAfS

Aimed at the relative newcomer to the AMS
Audiofile this course provides an intensive
"hands-on" introduction to the device.
Delegates will gain a good working knowledge
of most of the Audiofile's capabilities and be
ready to develop their experience further in
their own place of work.

CONTENT

An overview of the Audiofile's facilities, inputs
and outputs, available recording time. Cut and
Splice editing including: recording, trimming
and assembling items, cutting-out and rubbing-
out, synchronous recording. Manipulation of
edit files, including saving and loading of events
lists. Back-up and Restore.

The course is supported by a comprehensive
operator's guide providing a useful source of
future reference.

this course can be presented in your own
Audiofile area.

Audiofile maintenance training is available
from Wood Nortori's Programme Engineering
Unit. (Course code E317) Contact Kevern
Oliver, Training Manager on 0386 501210

AUDIO OPERATIONS

ADVANCED AUDIOFILE
OPERATIONS

AIAfS

Designed for the experienced user, this course
covers the latest developments in facilities and
software of the Audiofile Plus, together with
some advanced operational techniques.

CONTENT

Review of editing techniques and current
software developments. EDL operation,
dialogue replacement, "punch-in" recording.
Use of magneto optical disks and the Exabyte
tape back-up system. Interfacing the Audiofile
with other equipment: digital synchronisation,
configuration of inputs and outputs, timecode
switching.

These topics are covered in a detailed
supplement to the operator's guide.

advanced Audiofile training can also be
provided to small groups of staff using their

own operational area.



MULTITRACK OPERATIONS

AIA4S

This is a very practical module providing an
effective introduction to working with
multi track. It's designed for experienced
operators who nevertheless have only limited
knowledge of this particular technique.

Although this course normally deals solely with
analogue recording, it also provides a useful
background to the future study of digital
recording devices with multi track capabilities.

CONTENT

Why multitrack? Desk requirements: signal
routing, monitor mix, split and in-line layouts.
Desk status, serting up for recording or
mixdown. Track laying, overdubbing, drop-ins,
track bouncing, mIxIng. Microphone
techniques. Foldback - what do artists need to
hear? Mixing techniques, outboard equipment,
effects returns. automation, synchronisation.

The work will normally include at least one full
recording and mixdown session with studio
musicrans.

depending upon the amount of practical
experience needed.

Although normally based in our own
comprehensively equipped 24 track studio, this

training can also be presented in your own
premises, structured around a particular

operational installation.

MIDI

AIA4S

For those who need to know about MIDI, the
Musical Instrument Digital Interface, this short
course provides a thorough introduction to the
subject, together with an appreciation of the
practical and operational aspects of the system.

It's intended for experienced operational or
engineering staff, showing them how MIDI can
be used in sound broadcasting and recording,
for both musical and non-musical applications.

CONTENT

What MIDI can do. The technical specification
and the control protocol. How to use MIDI
implementation charts. The practical aspects of
rigging MIDI equipment. Problem solving,
fault finding and considerations of cable length.
MIDI as a control system for desk automation,
routing systems and so on. Implementation of
simple MIDI computer systems. The tapeless
recording studio and current sequencing
software. MIDI and timecode. Future
developments.

AUDIO OPERATIONS



VIDEO FOR SOUND STAFF

AI~S

This short course is designed for experienced
sound staff who now find themselves working
in a television environment or have to deal with
video equipment on a regular basis. It aims to
make them knowledgeable in the basics of video
and to give them an awareness of the techniques
used by their vision colleagues, especially where
there is an impact on sound operations.

CONTENT

Timecode: structure, frame rates and user bits.
Generators and readers. Looking after
timecode.

Synchronisation: chase and controlled
Techniques and problem solving.

The sound operator's guide to video formats:
from VHS to digital video. Composite and
component video editing constraints. Hard disk
editing.

Video editing: assemble and insert. 2 machine
editing, 3-machine editing with a controller.
EDL formats and their use, auto-conforming.
Audio in the edit suite.

Post-production: lay-off and lay-back. Off-line
sound treatment. .•

PERI\IIO ~. \l AUDIO OPERATIONS.

TELEVISION FAMILIARISATION

AI~S

The aim of this week-long module is to give
sound staff whose experience is mainly in radio
a practical overview of television operations.
They will gain the necessary background to
enable them to begin working in television and
if appropriate, the course may be followed by a
specialist TV sound module.

CONTENT

How television programmes are put together;
what goes on in the studio. Sound, lighting and
camera techniques. Studio communications.
Shooting a story on location. Video editing and
audio post-production. Planning for a
programme.

At the end of the week, course members take
part in a simulated live transmission of a
magazine style programme using material
compiled during the week. This allows them to
gain practical experience of each of the
operational jobs in a TV studio.

) Ut K • rnfO OPE:\{



SU.M.MARYOFAUDIO OPERATIONS COURSES

Code I Course Duration (days) Band
FOUNDATION AND PROGRESSION TRAINING

o 131 Introduction to Audio Operations up to 50 2
0122 Introduction to Radio Operations up to 40 2
0174 Introduction to World Service Operations 25 2
0027 Operational Journalist Scheme 55 in all 3
0178 QWorld Service Operations 15 3
o 191 Q Television Sound 15 to 20 3
0173 Q Radio Operations 15 3
0181 Q Audio Operations 15 to 25 3
0176 World Service Consolidation 15 2

SPECIALIST SKILLS AND UPDATING

0124 Advanced Audiofile Operations 2 5
0028 Audio 0 perations Refresher 5 4/5
0019 Audio Techniques 5 4/5
0125 Audioflle Operations 2 5
0071 Digital Audio Update 2 to 3 4
0075 Digital Editing 2 4/5
0031 Editing Skills 3 3
0320 Introduction to Radio Outside Broadcasts 10 3
0029 Location Sound Operations 3 to 5 5
0331 MIDI 3 4
0126 Multitrack Operations up to 5 5
0020 News Outside Broadcasts 5 3
0023 Radio Outside Broadcast Refresher 5 4/5
0025 Stereo Operations 2to3 4
0127 Video for Sound Staff 5 3
0026 World Service Refresher 5 5

"HUL77-SKILLING TRAINING

0130 Introduction to Audio for RPAs 3 3/4
0030 Location Recording for Journalists 1 or 2 4/5
0024 Operational Familiarisation up to 5 3/4
0021 TV Familiarisation for Sound Staff 5 3/4

If you'd like further details of these courses
or if you have any other audio training requirements, please contact:

Malcolm Nelson, Training Manager Audio Operations on 0386501334

AUDIO OPERATIONS



PICTURE OPERATIONS
TRAINING MANAGER: JILL DIVER 0386 501317

Picture Operations Unit provides practical training in all aspects of television programme making in the
operational field. Our range covers all of your needs, be it foundation courses for new recruits, specialist
updates for experienced staff, or multiskilling & cross-training to enable existing staff to occupy new roles. In
the rapidly changing world that is Television we can provide a total package from helping to evaluate your
needs through to designing and delivering appropriate training programmes.

Not all of our activities are centred around
formal courses at Wood Norton. We are
presently involved with journalists from World
Service TV in familiarising them with the Sony
Hi 8 shooting kits they are now being provided
with. The two day course is run by our staff
using facilities at White City. A lot of update

multiskilling training can be=more effective
when provided on station; we have had
considerable success with advanced PSC editing
courses run in Stage V at Television Centre. We
can also provide facilities at Wood Norton for
you to use your own inhouse trainers; currently
we are hosting a series of two week multiskilling
Roadcraft courses for News and Current Affairs.

Picture Operations Unit has a wide range of
teaching facilities available. As our training is
largely based on demonstrations and practical
"hands-on" experience, most activities are
centred on our operational areas and
equipment. These include VT edit suites (on
and off line), graphics preparation areas, studios

---- and location shooting kits, all equ ipped to
reflect current practice, but with the flexibility
to accommodate changes in technology. All of
our facilities are available outside scheduled
hours, allowing course members to continue
their studies in their own time.

Our teaching staff, mainly from operational
areas within the BBC, are chosen for their
communication skills as well as experience in a
programme making environment. They remain
in close contact with our client departments to
maintain their expertise and keep abreast of
new developments in equipment and
techniques. For many courses we also import
current craft practioners to supplement our in-
house staff.

In short we can offer a good learning
environment, staff experienced in training as
well as broadcasting and a flexible response to
your needs. The following pages contain a
selection of short course descriptions covering
some of our off-the-shelf courses.

If you would like more information on these or
any others listed on page 15, or would prefer
something more tailored to your own
requirements, please contact me.

Jill Diver

PICTURE OPERATIONS



A4ULTI6- CROSS SKILLING

LOCA TION OPERA TIONS

AIA4S

To introduce the principles and basic
techniques of single camera working and give
experience in planning, shooting and editing
sequences for use in news, magazine or
documentary programmes.
It is intended for people who are familiar with
programme making and who are required to
work as PSC/ENG crews. Course members
gain confidence in operating current location
equipment in a variety of environments, and
working to achieve programme objectives and
deadlines.

CONTENT

The course contains a selection of the following
topics, depending on the requirements of the
parent department:

Electronic location equipment, single camera
operating techniques, location sound
techniques, basic location lighting, interviews,
editing techniques, editing requirements,
planning considerations, practical exercises and
analysis.
The course consists of a mixture of
demonstrations and exercises using relevant
equipment, with practical work forming more
than half of the course.

depending on previous experience and number
of areas to be covered.

TV INTRODUCTORY MODULES

AIA4S

To enable staff experienced in television
programme making in any capacity to gain
sufficient technical and operational knowledge
to work across disciplines. The modules chosen
can be targeted to the needs of each individual
or group.

, CONTENT

Each half week module covers an area o I
television at a basic level. The foundation
modules cover areas such as: electricity and
magnetism, studio techniques, principles of
audio, safety & PAL coding. The remainder
concentrate on specific practical and technical
aspects of picture quality, PSC techniques,
cameras, videotape recording, VT operations,
film, vision systems, lighting, vision mixers and
electronic graphics. New modules are being
developed all the time - if you have an idea for
one not included here we can create it for you.

Modules offer a means of offering tailored
training "off-the-shelf" and may be used in
combination to suit specific needs.

per module.

PICTURE OPERATIONS



EDITOR TRAINING

FILMEDITOR CONVERSION EDITOR CONSOLIDATION

To introduce experienced Film Editors to
practical electronic editing with three-machine
on-line Beta, and hybrid off-line suites. By the
end of the course Editors should be able ro edit
programmes in similar suites, requiring little
guidance.

To increase speed and confidence in practical
electronic editing in a three machine on-line
suite. The course is designed for staff with 6
months or more work in PSC editing following
an FEC course or equivalent experience. It is
also suitable for Editors with PSC editing skills,
who wish to develop a more thorough
knowledge of VT equipment.As a result they

should be able to edit programmes in both PSC
and more complex suites, requiring little

guidance.

AI.MS AI.MS

CONTENT

The course has a two part structure and may be
adapted to suit individual needs.

Week 1: Introduction to simple two machine
editing, recording black and burst, insert and
assemble editing. Monochrome and colour TV
principles.

CONTENT

Weeks 2, 3: Schematics, sound and v is io n
jackfields. Operation of BVE-91 0 and GVG
component vision mixer to achieve automated
mixes and wipes. Use of waveform monitors.
Nagra- T, tirnecode generators and readers.
Editing using hybrid off-line suite, CUEOOS.

The programme is flexible, and may be adapted
to different individual needs, but in outline
follows a three stage pattern;

Week 1: BVE910, GVGII0, BVW75, Sound,
Line Up.

Week 2: 03, Aston Wallet & Caption,
Conforming, Charisma (optional).

Most of the course consists of hands-on
experience, using four editing areas. Editors will
work in groups of two for each of the 20 half-
day practical sessions. There are several tutorial
sessions and the opportunity to acquire further
relevant information.

Week 3: Project work using the techniques
learnt in weeks 1 & 2.

Most of the course consists of hands-on
experience, using editing areas and graphics
facilities. Editors work in groups of two for each
of the half-day practical sessions.

PICTURE OPERATIONS



FOUNDATION TRAINING

TELEVISION OPERATIONS
INTRODUCTORY

AIAfS

The TOI Course is intended for the training of
newly recruited staff in the categories of
Editing, Sound and Pictures. It aims to give
trainees an awareness of the fundamentals of all
television operations, programme making and
safety.

CONTENT
Safety, fundamentals, sound, video, video
production techniques, film techniques, studio
exercises.
The course consists of a mixture of activities
with substantial practical work. The course
carefully graduates the learning experience with
a foundation of technical and production
literacy and builds on the increasing complexity
of craft operations in practical sessions, exercises
and projects. At the end of the course the
participants will be trained to a level sufficient
to allow them to undertake simple operational
tasks and receive further training at base.

Assessments carried out during the course will
provide information for both Line Managers
and the trainees on their immediate
performance.

TELEVISION OPERATIONS
CONSOLIDATION

AIAfS

The TOC Course alms to build on the
experience of participants and broaden their
awareness of their own craft, with particular
emphasis on how it relates to other crafts. The
course also aims to develop an appreciation of
production values.

CONTENT

Current operational practice in the crafts of
Pictures, Editing and Sound.
The course consists mainly of practical exercises
and projects, with input on current operational
and production techniques provided by guest
speakers.
At the end of the course participants will have
broadened their appreciation of their own craft
and will be able to offer a strongly customer
oriented service to production teams.

PICTURE OPERATIONS
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D3 FOR OPERATORS

UPDATE TRAINING FOR EXPERIENCED STAFF

CHARISMAFOR OPERATORS

AIAfS

The Charisma seems to send shivers down
many operators' backs - this course aims to help
the individual get to grips with this highly
creative device, by explaining some basic
operating philosophy.

CONTENT

Programming philosophy and operational
techniques on a simple Charisma installation.
Practical hands-on personal development with
constant tutorial support and input.
Understanding and problem solving are
achieved in a 'learning by doing' environment.

with an option to extend if additional practical
work is required.

~c:::, To introduce operational staff to the features of
Q the Panasonic D3 videotape recorder.

AIAfS

CONTENT

Features of the D3 format, menu structure and
techniques on a D3 installation. Intensive
practical hands-on experience with constant
lecturer presence and input. Understanding and
problem solving is achieved in a 'learning by
doing' environment.

PICTURE OPERATIONS



LOCATION TECHNIQUES

LOCATION LIGHTING

AIkTS

The course gives a practical introduction to
location lighting techniques for single camera
operations. Course members will be able ro
specify equipment, rig and fine set lighting,
using up to 5kW demand of tungsten and
discharge lighting sources.

CONTENT

Safety on location. Light sources and colour
temperature. Technical and artistic
requirements. Presenter, interview and drama
lighting, including night shoots.
More than half the course is devoted to
practical exercises which are recorded for
analysis and discussion. The Wood Norron
team is augmented for the duration of the
course by a lighting practitioner with current
experIence.

HI8 FORJOURNALISTS

. AIkTS

The aim of the course is to give non-technical
staff an insight into the use of small domestic
format cameras to enable them to get optimum
results from the equipment.
It also embraces the production val~es attached
to this type of newsgathering and reinforces the
safety aspects involved in single person
working.
The training is usually delivered at the course
members' base using their own shooting kits. It
is also available as a residential programme at
Wood Norton if desired, and we can supply
extra equipment if necessary.

CONTENT

Discussion, demonstration, but mainly
practical experience of acquiring pictures to a
brief, and editing them together into a finished
package. Topics covered include framing,
selecti ng shots, problems using only available
light (and how to minimise them), picture and
sound quality.use of separate microphones.

PICTURE OPERATIONS



SUAfAfARY OF PICTURE OPERATIONS COURSES

Code Course Duration (days) Band

0060 VT Foundation 10 4
0061 Location Operator 3 *
0062 Basic Lighting 20 4

0063 Camera Operations 10 4
0064 Hi 8 for Journalists 2 *
0066 TV for Vision Mixers 5 5

0067 Location Lighting 10 4
0069 Graphics Designer 10 3
0070 TV Basics for Location Operations 15 3

0072 Location Operations 5 - 10 4
0073 TV Operations Foundation 20 3
0076 Safety Module 1 5 *

0077 Safety Module 2 5 *
0078 Lighting for ENG 5 4
0079 TV for Graphic Designers 5 4

0080 TV Operations Modules 2 each 2/3
0081 Charisma for Operators 2 5
0082 D3 for Operators 2 5

0083 Practical Programme Making 2 - 5 *
0143 TV Operations Introduction 10 weeks 2
0194 NCA Editor Consolidation 4 weeks TBA

0195 TV Operations Consolidation 4 weeks 3
0912 Film Editor Conversion 3 weeks 3
0913 Editor Consolidation 3 weeks 4-5

* indicates charge per course not per trainee week, POA

If you Id like further details of these courses
or if you have any other training requirements, please contact:

Jill Diver, Training Manager Picture Operations on 0386 501317

PICTURE OPERATIONS



PROGRAMME ENGINEERING
~------- TRAINING MANAGER: KEVERN OLIVER 0386 501210 --------

Rgramme Engineering Unit designs and delivers training programmes which deal with all aspects of audio
and video engineering.

As well as foundation training for new recruits
we provide programmes for established and
experienced staff. The range and depth of the
latter are remarkably wide. Typical examples are
• a multi-skilling programme for mechanical
technicians who are being prepared to carry: out
first line electronic maintenance • weekend
seminars for managers who need to keep up to
date with trends and developments in broadcast
technology • a short, sharp workshop on first
line maintenance of a Charisma DYE.

Everyone in the training team is a qualified
engineer who specialises in particular areas of
broadcast technology. Many of them are known
throughout the industry for their expertise and
experience. As well as technical expertise they
all have first class teaching and writing skills.

influence on the way we design and deliver your
programmes.
Our training areas are well equipped with a
range of hardware which is truly representative
of that used in our client departments. They
grovide a first-class learning environment.

Short programmes, particularly those which are
designed to meet the training needs of a single
client, can be delivered either here at Wood
Nor ton or, if it is more economical, on site.
Longer programmes, particularly those which
require periods of intensive, "conventional"
study away from on-site pressures, generally are
based on residential sessions here at Wood
Norron

The short-form course descriptions in the
following 14 pages of this brochure are
examples of the type of training that the Unit
provides. If you would like further information
on them, the other courses listed on pages 29
and 30 or help in setting up a course to SUit
your particular needs please contact me.

The need for practical, hands-on access to
equipment and time for delegates to ask
questions and pursue problems, has a major Kevern Oliver
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THE TRAINING OF RECRUITS: FOUNDATION COURSES

Programme Engineering Unit provides foundation training in the principles and practice of Audio and Video
Engineering for new recruits to Radio, World Service, Television, News and Current Affairs, and Regions.

For Radio and World Service's Direct Entry
Engineers the courses are spread over a period
of approximately 1 year.
For Trainee Engineers the courses interleave
with Electronics Fundamentals training and the
time taken to complete them is approximately
two years. Recruits attend the following
courses:

SAFETY MODULE

It) Supervisory responsibilities, HSW, ESW,
,.... COSHH, Noise Regulations.

~

SPECIALIST MODULES

CJ) The BBC, safety, the role of the engineer.,....
~

A variety of short courses on specific
technologies, such as CD, OAT, and Multi-
track Trainees attend on a "mix-and-match"
basis, which is determined by their line
managers

INDUCTION

INTRODUCTION TO
RADIO ENGINEERING

Operation, measurement and alignment of
broadcast plant. Development of practical skills
and theoretical knowledge. Assessment of
individuals strengths and weaknesses.

Systems level study of broadcast equipment.
Development of confidence in problem solving.
Basic project and resource management,
presentation skills.

-~l.
I•

RADIO ENGINEERING
.MODULE

Technology. techniques. organisation and
financial structure unique to Bush House
IBroadcasting House
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Training for Television, News and Current Affairs
and Regions follows a similar pattern to Radio and
World Service Recruits attend the following courses:

AIDE COURSE

The BBC, Safety. Role of the engineer.
Introduction to television systems and
programme making.
The princi pIes and practice of television
engtneenng.

Ai ms to widen and deepen knowledge and
understanding of television engineering and
systems. Develops confidence in problem
solving.

SYSTEMS MODULE

Deals with the techniques, systems and
solutions to the range of technical problems
found in the trainees' parent departments. N.B.
There are several versions of this module,
including Studio, News and Current Affairs,
Post-Production, Regions.

A variety of short courses on specific
technologies, such as VT, and cameras. Trainees
attend on a "mix-and-match" basis,which IS

determined by their line managers
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TELEVISION .MODULES

These are designed for:
Trainees who are in the final stages of their foundation training.
Experienced engineers who need to develop new expertise, or simply update their knowledge and
understanding of specific areas of broadcast technology.

There are two types:
Systems: concentrates on the technical infrastructure of trainees' parent

departments e.g. Television Studios

Technology: deals with specific areas of broadcast engineering e.g. digital video.

New modules are always under development. At the moment they cover the following topics:
Studio systems, N&CA systems, Post - production systems, Regional systems, OB systems, cameras, digital
video, mixers and matrices, video tape, film and, TK, lighting consoles, audio.

Three typical modules - Cameras, Digital Video and Regional Systems are described below.

CA1lfERAS

This course is for engineers who maintain
television cameras. It provides the information
and experience they need to do their work. It
does not concentrate on any particular camera
or manufacturer., It uses examples from a wide
range of current equipment.

Triax: multiplexing and modulation, data
systems, power and safety.

Control Systems: switched, analogue hardware
and software systems, memories and scene files,
YUV and RGB, maintenance.

Lenses: distortions and typical solutions,

CCD devices: basic devices, developments e.g.
buried channel, birefringent filters, HAD and
FIT sensors; clocking techniques; practical
problems and solutions e.g. aliasing shuttering
red streak.

Automatic line-up systems

Tubes: principles and practice of current types

Signal chains: head amps, correlated double-
sampling pulse cancellation, gamma correction,
contour correction, coreing colorimetry, circuit
techniques and line up procedures.
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DIGITAL VIDEO

This is the definitive short course for engineers
who need to know about digital video
equipment. It provides a wealth of information
plus practical experience on maintenance
techniques.
A "core" knowledge and understanding of
analogue and digital television, digital
techniques and processor-based systems is a
prereqUIsIte.

Digital Video Standards and interconnection.
Principals and practice of processing.
Testing and monitoring.
Stills stores and library systems.
Character generation.
Painting systems.
Disc and RAM recorders.
DVE.
3D modelling and rendering.
Computer controlled graphics.
Intergrated systems
Decoding for re-encoding.
Standards conversion.

PROGRAMME ENGINEERING

REGIONAL SYSTEMS

This course is intended primarily for engineers
who are in the final stages of their foundation
training for work on the major technical
systems found in Regional Production Centres.
It is however also suitable for experienced
engineers who are transferring into Regional
Engineering from another Directorate.

It encourages operational awareness and deals
with techniques, systems and solutions to a
wide range of technical problems. It is a mixture
of intensive lecture-demonstrations backed up
by practical and project work based on problem
solving in real situations.

Camera to Aerial:
Opt-ours, continuity and studio operations.
Video systems and installation practice.
Monitoring.
Wall box facilities.
Timing.
Vision mixers.
Camera installations.
PSC equipment and operations.
Audio systems and installation practice.
Outside broadcasts.
Graphics facilities and installations.
Post production.
Network control matrices.
Computers.



The descriptions which follow in the next 7 pages are examples of the very wide range of course which the
Unit regularly provides. They range from the well established and highly successful "How to survive" sessions
on subjects such as Audiofile and Graphics, through introductory sessions such as 03 for engineers and
television for technicians, to technical update seminars for managers.

"How to survive" courses are quite different from conventional lengthy and expensive hardware specific
training. They concentrate on providing engineers with first-line operation and "show must go on"
maintenance techniques.

MANAGER UPDATE SEMINAR

This course brings established broadcast
engIneers up to date with the latest
developments and thinking In audio
engIneenng.
It is intensive with ample opportunities for
hands-on work built in. To gain maximum
benefit from the course, delegates must have
considerable knowledge and experience of
"conventional" audio engineering. They are
expected to pool their experiences for the
benefit of all.

This seminar helps managers who are involved
in discussions and decisions about broadcast
technology to keep up to date with the latest in
technical trends and thinking. With a
maximum of eight delegates there is time for
questions, hands-on experience and individuals'
needs

Audio: disc based systems, AES EB U
interfacing, Midi, CD, DAT, NICAM, bit-rate
reduction, automated testing'

Video: digital interface standards, component
and composite working, 8/10 bit formats,
stores, character generation, painting and
animation, camera developments, extended-
PAL, D3, BETA SP developments.

AES/EBU interface theory, application and
limitations.
Coding formats.
Principles of DSP.
Hard disc recording.
AMS Audiofile.
OAR Sound Station.
MIDI, applications.
OAT and CD maintenance.
Digital audio measurement and maintenance
techniques.

Communications: dual-SiS, Nicam 728, links
and satellites, ISDN, Kilo/Megastream
networks, cell phones, optical fibres.
Computers: LAN, information services, PC
developments, UNIX, BAYSYS, maintenance
and management, data integrity, security,
vrruses.

(normally arranged to run from
Friday morning to Monday
afternoon).
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This course introduces experienced engineers to
the LA} 00 test set. All facilities, from simple
test measurements to complex, user-defined
automated test routines are covered.

Man ual use of LA} O} Oscillator and LA} 02
Measuring Set.
Configuration options.
Customised automatic test sequences.
Tape line-up.
Use with a Pc.
Remote operation.
Typical problems, faults and cures.

INTRODUCII0N TOD3

This short course provides experienced
engineers with an introduction to the
engineering principles and practice of the
Panasonic 03 DVTR.

General principles: Component v. composite
DVTR, code/decode parameters and raw data
rates; brief review of D}, 02, 03 footprints.
Tape/head scanning systems, write speeds,
guardband v. azimuth recording, overwrite v.
erasure.
Error detection, correction and concealment,
Replay and data recovery techniques, eye
pattern, noise and jirter margins, ISIIPeak shift.

03 details: Digital Video and Audio interfaces,
quantising levels and sample phase, i.f. line field
blanking, multigen tests.
Record system, coding, head drive.
Replay eq and data recovery.
Audio record and replay, van-speed
Proc amps, slo-rno
3 phase dc motors, scanner and capstan
servosystems, AT tracking head system.
Use of service software.
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AUDIOFILE

This course is intended for engineers who are
required to maintain the AudioFile and
AudioFile Plus hard disc recording systems.
They must have a thorough grounding in the
principles and practice of not only analogue and
digital audio but also processor-based systems.

Operational facilities.
Systems schematics and architecture.
Construction, installation and configuration.
Problems and test procedures.
Typical faults, fault finding to board and key
component level.

Basic and advanced Audiofile operational
training is available from Wood Norton's Audio

Operations Training Unit
(course codes 0125 and 0124).

Contact Malcolm Nelson, Training Manager,
on 0386 501334

This course is designed for Cave rsh arn's
Operational Staff. It provides them with the
technical, background information relevant to
the work that they do and the equipment they
use.

Organisation of international broadcasting.
Revision of basic electrical theory.
Modulation.
Principles of antennas and receivers.
Use of oscilloscopes and spectrum analysers,
Satellite systems.
Television fundamentals.
General, electrical and fire safety, first aid.
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SAFETY (RADIO AND WORLD
SERVICE ENGINEERING)

This course aims to consolidate earlier safety
training and make delegates more aware of the
range of their responsibilities. Through an in-
course assessment, it helps delegates' managers
find out whether or not delegates are
sufficiently knowledgeable and responsible in
safety matters to be confirmed in their
employment.

Health and Safety at Work Act and ItS
implications for Engineers.
Electricity at Work Regulations.
Noise at Work Regulations.
COSHH Regulations.
Project safety and the use of contract labour.

As well as conventional lectures there are
demonstrations and some practical work on
electrical safety testing.

ACOUSI1C DESIGN OF STUDIOS

This seminar is intended for engineers who are
involved in the specification, maintenance,
modification or refurbishment of studios and
other acoustically sensitive areas. Delegates are
provided with enough information to make
informed judgements on the outcomes of, for
instance, structural changes to radio and TV
studios and post-production areas. The
m am tenance aspects of design and ways of
m rm rm sr n g acoustic degradation are
emphasised.

Building construction: materials and techniques
which are unique to studio areas.
Dealing with a basic structure: design and
implementation of acoustic treatment.
Common Problems: causes and cures.
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This course provides Production Electricians
with the foundation of knowledge and skills in
modern electronics which they need in order to
work on modern lighting control systems. Those
who successfully complete the course normally
advance to the Lighting and Dimmers course
(E092) They are awarded a joint BBC, City and
Guilds certificate.

Test equipment: Digital multimeter. Signal
generators and power suppliers. Oscilloscopes.
Logic probes.

Principles: Resistors and capacitors in
electronics. Time constants. Identification and
choice of components.

Diodes, Transistors and Power 'Suppliers: Basic
theory. Current and voltage gain in general
purpose and power devices. Input and output
impedance. Use of electrolytics and zener
diodes in power suppliers.

Analogue circuits and Op.'Amps Common
configurations and uses. Performance testing
and fault finding.

Logic: Digits, binary, bcd and hex. Gates. Shift
registers. Memories. Practical applications. Fault
finding.

Switching Transistors: Limitations and
applications. Relay drivers. Spike suppression.

This course provides experienced engineers with
the specialist knowledge they need to align and
maintain the Studer A807 tape machine A basic
knowledge of tape recording is assumed.

Operational controls and features

Tape Transport:
Design philosophy.
Analysis of circuits.
Mechanical alignment.
Electrical alignment.

Audio Section:
Design philosophy.
Analysis of circuits.
Audio alignment.
Specialist test equipment.
Common faults.
Serial control.
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MIDI

This course is intended for technical staff who
use and/or maintain MIDI based equipment.

Background to MIDI
Hardware specification and limitations.
Software specification, PC based sequencers and
editor.
MIDI in non-musical applications.
Automation.
Studio applications
A/V synchronisation.
Signal distribution and distance related
problems.
Trouble shooting.

This "How-r o-s u r v ive" course provides
experienced engineers with the specialist
knowledge and experience which they need to
advise users and carry our first line maintenance
on the Aston 4 and Caption character
generators, and the Questech Charisma DVE.
It also provides a brief update on developments
in digital television technology

Aston 4 and Caption:
Operational features. Anti-aliasing, master
typefaces, font processing, data compression.
System architecture, in and outs, configuration
and installation. Board level schematics, fault
finding and the Asron diagnostic card.

Questech Charisma:
Channel architecture, system schematics.
Operational and technical features.
Interpolation, store organisation.
Installation and configuration.
Problems and test procedures.
CLEO.
Hardware for "flat" and "curved" options.

Developments:
Progress towards all-digital systems 10 versus 8
bits.
Serial transmission standards.
Integrated graphics
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I6TI-I EDITION IEE
"WIRING REGULATIONS

A UDIO ENGINEERING

This course aims to take technical staff from a
basic understanding of audio principles to the
level of expertise required to maintain and align
most of the standard installations to be found
in Radio, World Service, Television and Post
Production.

The course is intended for technical staff who
work on the installation, maintenance and
testing of electrical installations, and provides
essential information on the new, l Grh Edition
of the Regulations
Delegates must have considerable experience of
working to the earlier 15th Edition Regulations.

Audio measurements and test procedures,
interpretation and comparison of
manufacturers' specifications.
Analogue tape machines. lEC and NAB
characteristics, electrical and mechanical
alignment.
Gram decks, OAT and CD machines,
alignment and operational checks.
Sound desks, mixing methods, headroom and
n o ise , m u lr itr ack and "conventional"
configurations.
Limiters and compressors, principles and
practice of operation.
Noise reduction systems, principles, practice,
comparison of different systems e.g Dolby A
and SR.

Layout and organisation of regulations, scope,
objects, effects and fundamental safety
requirements, defini tions and key references.

Safety; shock, thermal effects, overcurrent,
undervoltage, isolation, selection and erection.

Special installations e.g. caravans, high earth
leakage conditions.

Testing

BBC requirements
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Code Course Duration (days) Band

E219 In troduction to Radio 5 2
E201 Introduction to Radio Engineering 20 3
E223 Radio Engineering 20 3
E224 Bush House Module 10 3
E310 Broadcasting House module 10 4
E915 Safety (Radio/World Service) 4 3
E059 Graduate Entry 40 2

E202/211 A/DE Television 25 2
E212 B Television 25 3
E345 Regional Systems 15 4
E346 Television Studio Systems 10 4
E347 Post-Production Systems 5 4
E348 OB Systems 10 4
E351 News and Current Affairs Systems 10 4
E353 FES Systems 5 4

E340 Camera Technology 5 4
E341 Digital Video 10 4
E342 Vision Mixers and Matrices 5 4
E344 Video tape Technology 10 4
E343 Film and TK 5 4
E350 Advanced TK Technology 5 4
E349 Lighting 5 4
E352 VT for OB Engineers 5 4
E312 Audio Engineering Practice 5 3

E354 Introduction to D3 1 2
E355 D3 Maintenance 2 3
E500 Charisma 2 4
E501 Paintbox 2 4
E055 Graphics 5 4
E056 Graphics for OBs 5 4

E074 Aston 4/Caption 2 4
E073 Slidefile 5 4
E205 Thompson 1531 4 2
E080 Thompson 1542/1647 4 2
E338 Sony BVP70/370 4 2
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Code BandCourse Duration (days)

E089 GVG 200 Vision Mixer 3 2
E078 Galaxy 5 4
E098 TV for Local Radio 3 2
EI00 Local Radio for TV Engineers 5 2
E317 Audiofile Maintenance 3 4

E319 Lindos Test Equipment 2 4
E328 CD and DAT Maintenance 2 4
E324 Studer A807 1 4
E326 Studer A812 1 4
E332 Stereo and NICAM 2 2

E330 Routers and Matrices 3 4
E309 Acoustic Design of Studios 1 3
E311 Caversham Technology 10 3
E331 MIDI 2 4
E313 Broadcast Audio 5 4
E356 Multitrack for Engineers 2 4
E093 16th Edition lEE Wiring Regulations 4 2

E088 Electronics for Technicians 15 2
E087 Broadcast Engineering for Technicians 15 2
E091 SES Electronics 15 1
E092 SES Lighting and Dimmers 5 1

E314
E335
EI08
E040

Audio Update
Audio Update (Projects)
Manager Update Seminar
Local Radio Seminar

10
5
4
5

4
5
4
2

If you need further information on any of these courses or would like to discuss any other training needs
please contact::

Kevern Oliver, Training Manager, Programme Engineering on 0386 501210
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TRANSMISSION & COMPUTERS
1--------- TRAINING MANAGER: ERIC CARTER 0386 501252

Transmission and Computers Unit offers training which embraces all aspects of broadcast transmitters,
communications and computer systems. Furthermore, the unit also mounts courses which cover the basic
electronic concepts essential to engineers and technicians working in broadcasting and other allied areas.

Training is provided on MF, VHF and UHF
transmitters and transposers together with SHF
principles, antenna theory and HV power
switching. All the plant ana techniques
employed are fully representative of modern
operational practice, and much of the
equipment is configured in complete systems
which closely replicate the normal working
environment. In the communications area, the
unit offers an extensive range of training
including subjects such as microwave links,
audio and video PCM, NICAM, ISDN and
modern business data comm unications
equipment. All of these courses are supported
by extensive practical equipment.

UNIX and introductory courses on
programming languages.

Over the 40 years in which Wood Norron has
Deen delivering training a lot of expertise has
been gained, and learning packages have been
developed to cover basic electronic concepts.
The approach taken has been to emphasise the
practical aspects of electronics, allowing
technicians and engineers to use their skills
effectively in construction and maintenance
work. Emphasis is placed on the use of test
equipment and on practical wiring and
soldering techniques, as well as on actual circuit
operatIon.

The lecturers involved have many years of
practical and operational experience in
broadcasting as well as excellent technical
credentials with a number of graduates and
Chartered Engineers. This has enabled the unit
to be flexible and to meet individual client
requests for cost effective bespoke training
beyond the range listed in this brochure.

The unit also offers a number of computer
courses based around the use of PC's and LANs
with particular emphasis on the Novell Netware
environment. Operating system and application
software is,dealt with including most of the
popular wordprocessing.and spreadsheet
packages, and Windows. For this training each
delegate is given sole use of a PC for the
duration of the course. Other areas which are
dealt with include BASYS, network protocols, Eric Carter
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INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL
COMPUTERS (OPERA TIONAL)

AI.MS

This course is intended for people who need to
manage, configure and offer support to IBM
compatible PC systems. The tuition has been
arranged to cater for all staff and a technical
background is not assumed. Throughout the
course participants are provided with sole USe of
a 386 PC which they are expected to set up. All
participants receive extensive course notes and a
copy of the Microsoft "Quick Reference" MS-
DOS book.

CONTENT
I

Basic components and evolution of the Pc.
The MS-DOS operating system and the
essential commands. Creation of batch files and
set up of the basic system (AUTOEXEC.BAT,
CONFIG.SYS ere). Types of display device and
mass storage arrangements including
formatting. Configuration of applications and
an overview of types of package available
including Microsoft Windows. Network
operation of PC's. Data integrity considerations
including virus protection and recovery. Simple
installation of expansion cards.

commencing 1400 Monday and finishing
1300 Friday.

INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL
COMPUTERS (ENGINEERING)

AI.MS

To provide an introduction to the engineering
aspects of the IBM compatible Pc. Only
technical staff with some previous training in
basic microprocessor principles should attend.
All participants receive extensive course notes
and a copy of the Microsoft "Quick Reference"
MS-DOS book.

CONTENT

Basic engineering building blocks of the PC
with an overview of the family of processors
employed and discussion of different types of
machine architecture (EISA, MCA ere). Types
of disc drive and standards employed IDE,
SCSI etc. Dismantling and reassembly of a
complete machine including detailed
configuration of the mother board and
expansion cards in respect of interrupt lines,
I/O ports and DMA. Principles of protected
mode operation and use of expanded and
extended memory. The technical aspects of
Microsoft Windows are considered together
with an overview of common PC applications
software.

commencing 1400 Monday and finishing
1300 Friday.
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PC NETWORKS
(NOVELL)

AI.MS

Intended for people who need to install,
maintain or supervise PC networks employing
Novell Netware. An engineering background is
not necessary for this course although a good
understanding of PC operations and
configuration is essential. The latest version of
Netware and a powerful file server system are
available for use by the course during this
training. All participants receive a copy of the
900 page textbook "Using Novell Nerware"

CONTENT

Detailed consideration of Novell Netware, how
to use it, supervise it and configure it for use
including printer. Detailed tuition on rights file
attributes and directory mappings is provided.
Installing network cards and building
workstations, file servers and print servers.
Diagnosis of faults and appropriate correction,
backup of the system including the use of
ARCSERVE and DAT devices.

One day is spent discussing the basic principles
of a PC network including the OSI model and
types of network configuration. Emphasis is
placed on the "building blocks" of an Erherner
network. Consideration is given to the IPX and
TCP/IP protocols used In network
communication, and also to the concept of
network management.

commencing 1400 Monday and finishing
1300 Friday.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
DATA MODULE

I

AI.MS

The course is intended to provide an
understanding of the data systems and
equipment used in business communications.
Engineer qualifications are not essential but an
understanding of the principles of electrical
communication circuits is necessary.

CONTENT

Serial data communication fundamentals
synchronous and asynchronous RS232, RS422,
RS423 and CCITT series recommendations.
V series and MNP Modems, Multiplexers,
Tirneplex, Zeta, Dowry, Perril. Error correcting
techniques, echo p lex, ARQ etc. Digital
Telecommunication systems (digital telephony,
kilostream, ISDN), MSS and FAX.
Introduction to networking, open systems
interconnection (OS1) model, link level
protocols. Local area networks, X-series
(CCITT) recommendations. Optical fibres.

from Monday lunchtime until the following
Friday lunchtime.
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PULSED
KLYSTRON

AIAfS

The course aims to give transmitter engineers
the technical background and practical skills to
align a pulsed klystron transmitter. Participants
are assumed to be familiar with conventional
klystron transmitters and alignment techniques.

CONTENT
The first half day is used to ensure a good
understanding of the principles and techniques
involved so that the alignment procedure can be
properly understood. The remainder of the
course is devoted to practical alignment of the
transmitter followed by improvement of
efficiency and the realisation of optimum
performance levels: The Wood Norton 15kW
transmitter is of Harris design and identical
with most of the transmitters operated by BBC
Transmission. The course can. still provide
benefit to staff using other transmitters based
on the same principles.

expected to increase to
5 days and include DAVAL
sound work during the year.

ELECTRONIC FUNDAA1ENTALS
PROGRESSION TRAINING

AIAfS

The aim of the progression is to provide people
with sufficient basic knowledge of electrical and
electronic circuitry to enable them to undertake
the necessary training in broadcast equipment
which will contribute to them becoming a
competent engineer. People undertaking the full
progression are expected to undertake
examinations throughout the progression.

CONTENT

Basic electrical circuits under dc and ac
conditions, complex numbers, circuit theorems
and analysis techniques. Analogue and digital
electronic theory including consideration of
microprocessors and peripheral equipment. All
the work is supported by extensive practical
sessions and a number of the topics are dealt
with through self-learn practical packages.

DURATION

The progression has four basic elements usually
separated by periods of work experience.
Electrical Concepts 3 weeks (only for people
with negligible electrical or maths background)
A course 9 weeks
B course 6 weeks
C course 6 weeks
The training is very modularised and it is
possible to select only certain sections of this
trainrng.
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TRANSMITTER TRAINING
PROGRESSION

AI.MS

The progression covers all the technical material
essential to the formation of a competent
transmitter engineer. Those attending must
have a good knowledge of electrical and
electronic circuitry equivalent to the
fundamentals progression, a degree or BTEC
level IV (HND). People undertaking the full
progression are expected to undertake
examinations throughout the training

CONTENT

All aspects of transmitter engineering
appropriate to radio and television broadcast
installations from power supply to antenna are
dealt with in the progression. The courses are
based on a balance of classroom work and
practical activity. Practical experience is gained
on a range of modern and representative
transmitter systems and test equipment. The
nature of practical work advances with the
course progression, from basic system work at A
course level to detailed realignment on the C
course. The adoption of appropriate safety
precautions and operational procedures IS

emphasised throughout the training.

DURA'TION

The progression is split into three main
elements usually separated by periods of work
experience,
A course G weeks B course 5 weeks C course G
weeks It is possible to select certain sections of
this training as stand alone modules as required.

I HIGH VOLTAGE
SWlTCHGEAR

AI.MS

The course is intended for technical staff who
need to gain certification as an "Authorised
Person" within the meaning of hv rules. The
course is designed to be followed by local on-
site training and subsequent certification.

CONTENT

An introduction to hv power equipment and
relevant safety rules is followed by a detailed
consideration of the practical procedures
applicable to maintaining this plant. Practical
work is based on a model switch room equipped
with oil and vacuum break switchgear.
Simulation is used to create an operational
environment on the de-energised system.
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RFLINKS

AI.MS

This course is intended to provide a theoretical
background for engineers working with RF link
equipment. A good level of broadcast
engineering knowledge is essential.

CONTENT

SYSTEMS: Introduction to terrestrial and
satellite radio links. Antennas and Propagation.
Path profiles and Fresnel clearance. Modulation
systems. Noise calculations and Link Budgets.
Satellite links.
CIRCUITS & MEASUREMENTS:
Transmission lines and waveguides. Receiver
theory. Noise Figure. Distortion and
Interrnodulation Products. RF Safety. RF circuit
theory. RF measurements and test equipment.

DURATION

SYSTEMS- 1week, CIRCUITS and
MEASUREMENTS- 1 week

They are usually run together as a 2 week
block.

ELECTRICITY AT WORK REGULATIONSAND
EQUIPMENT TESTING

AIMS

To provide basic instruction on the Electricity
at Work Regulations for technical staff and
outline the steps necessary to comply with these
regulations. To detail practical procedures for
the routine testing of portable electrical
equipment.

CONTENT

Discussion of each of the regulations (mines
excluded) and their application in the normal
broadcast working environment.
Responsibilities on the employer and employee.
Revision of basic electrical safety theory
including classes of equipment, earthing
requirements, red's, conditions for direct and
indirect shock. Types of test which should be
performed on equipment to verify its electrical
safety. Use of PAT 1000 and other types of tester
to perform these tests. Practical work is
included so that course participants can practice
using the PAT 1000 tester.

usually run at the clients site
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INTRODUCTION TO
COMMUNICATIONS

AIAtrS

A course intended to introduce technical people
to the basic principles of communications
systems. The emphasis is on introductory
concepts.

CONTENT

Video and audio line practice and equalisation.
Principles of serial data transmission,
synchronous and asynchronous, multiplex
operation. Baud rate, RS232 and other CCITT
communication standards, modem principles
.and standards. Introduction to the operation of
pulse code modulation systems including
sampling rate and quantising levels .
Consideration of NICAM and Sound-in-Syncs
PCM systems. Principles and practice of SHF
RF links, types of antenna, propagation, safety.
Satellite communication, geostationary orbits,
powers footprints, up and down links, costs.
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SUA4.MARY OF TRANSA4ISSION 6- COA4PUTERS COURSES

Code Course I Duration (days) Band

COMMUNICA TIONS COURSES

E010 Introduction to Communications 5 3
E018 Post A Communications 5 2
E023 B Communications 25 2
E235 C Communications Core 15 3
E012 Broadcast PCM Course 3 2
E914 Business Communications (Data) module 10 3
E241 Link and Equalisers 5 3
E060 Introduction to Radio Links 5 3
E043 RF Link Systems 5 3
E011 RF Link Circuits and Measurements 5 3
E013 NICAM/SIS 3 3
E022 ISDN 3

TRANSMITTER COURSES

E240 DE Transmission Introduction Course 25 2
E203 A Transmitter Course 30 2
E242 B Transmitter Course 25 2
E245 C Transmitter Course 30 3
E014 HV Switchgear 5 3
E109 Pulsed Klystron l.5 3
E027 HV for Transmitter Technician 3 3
E037 Dual Sound Transmitters 1.5 3
E038 Klystron Update Course 5 3
E021 NICAM/RDS/Dual SIS (Extended above course) 5 3
E039 Digital Communications and Transmission 5 3
E051 SHF Techniques 5 3

COMPUTERS COURSES

E032 Intro to Personal Computers (Operations) 5 3
E036 Intro to Personal Computers (Engineering) 5 3
E070 Novel! Netware on Erhernet 5 3
E029 NCA Post C Computer module 5 3
E034 Introduction to UNIX 2 3
E034 Introduction to C 2 3
E050 Regional Communications and Computers 5 4

FUNDAMENTALS COURSES

E101
E110
E110
E106

A (Eng) Fundamentals
B (Eng) Fundamentals
C (Eng) Fundamentals
Electronic Concepts

45
30
30
15

2
3
1

If you'd like further details of these courses or if you have any other training requirements, please contact:

Eric Carter, Training Manager, Transmission & Computers on 0386 501252

I
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GENERAL

NOISEATWORK PRACTICAL PROGRAMME-
MAKING

AIMS AIMS

The purpose of this short course is to enable
managers and supervisors to appreciate the
nature of noise hazards in the workplace and
that legal requirement to protect the hearing of
those in their care. It also helps to make them
aware of the current legislation on noise
exposure and basic techniques for reducing
exposure to noise.

For those with little or no previous experience
of operational work, this module provides a
brief practical overview of radio and / or
television programme - making. It helps to
explain the technical aspects of studio work and
give an insight into how programmes are put
together.
The course can also be useful to managers and
supervIsors 10 resource areas.CONTENT

Measurement of sound pressure levels. The
nature of hearing damage. Action levels and the
assessment of daily personal exposure by a
competent person. The use and misuse of
loudspeakers and headphones. Requirements
for ear protection and means of reducing noise
exposure. The legislation and the training
requirement. The BBC code of practice.

CONTENT

The work consists of a structured ser ies of
practical exercises, where participants gain
knowledge and confidence through a range of
hands - on activities.
The precise topic areas to be covered depend on
the needs of the particular group, but will
always revolve around course members
producing their own radio or TV programme.
Special emphasis is placed on teamwork and
each person experiences a wide variety of roles
As far as possible we aim to respond to
individual needs.

serru nar, which can be combined with other
safety sessions in a longer course. This topic
may also be presented on your own premises.

depending on the content required. A two day
version may be presented as a weekend seminar.
Nominations for this course are co-ordinated by
Recruitment and Training, Engineering
White City Ext. 24872.

GENERAL



IN-THE- WORKPLACE
TRAINING WORKSHOP

AI.MS

This workshop is intended for anyone who is
required to provide or contribute to in-the-
workplace training in technical areas. It
provides practical guidelines and practice on
how to go about the planning and delivery of
really effective training sessions.

CONTENT

Training: Identifying and agreeing needs and
outcomes, coping with adult learners.

Design and delivery: Basic presentation and
demonstration skills, including room layout,
use of marker board, choice of "right" time,
place and method.

Safety considerations.

Checking effectiveness.

Record keeping.

this course is one of a series in our "Effective
Presentation" programme for trainer-training.
Contact Kevern Oliver or Malcolm Nelson for

further details.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES

At Wood Norton we have many years
experience in providing training to support
positive action schemes. Our portfolio includes
programmes such as the well-established
Operational Awareness Course for women, as
well as ethnic minority initiatives for the BBC's
World Service and Television Directorates.

We have also achieved considerable success In
training two blind people in radio operations.
This work involved a radically different
approach to operational training, working
closely with the RNIB and other organisations.
Staff at Wood Norton put together a variety of
new teaching aids, including a Braille tape
timing device which is now registered at the
Patent Office.
Facilities at Wood Norton are enhanced by the
provision of two study-bedrooms equipped for
the disabled, in addition to the standard
accommodation available on-site.

Can we provide training or support to help you
tackle an equal opportunities issue?

Contact Jill Diver or Malcolm Nelson for
further details.

GENERAL



AUDIOFILE

AI.MS

This seminar is for supervisors and managers
who have to assess their staff's competence. It
provides a very practical update on the latest
thinking in "competence-based" trainIng,
NVQs and record keeping.

CONTENT

The meaning of competence, standards, NVQs.
Assessment methods, assessors' responsibilities
and candidates needs.
Ways that adults learn.
The importance of feedback and its relevance to
"in-the-workplace" training.
Common problems and solutions.
Paperwork.

DISPLAY SCREEN REGULATIONS
AND ASSESSMENT

AI.MS

The course is intended for staff who need to
know the requirements of these regulations and
need to be able to make assessments of working
environments where these regulations must be
complied with.

CONTENT

A resume of the regulations with a practical
consideration, of work space and surface,
lighting reflections and glare, noise,
temperature, humidity, radiation, screen
adjustment, keyboard, chair, information and
traInIng of the operator. The legal
responsibilities of these regulations.

usually run at the clients site
in preparation for delivery in

spring 1993.

HIRE OF FACILITIES

Do you need to organise your own traInIng
seminars or equipment demonstrations?
Would you like to get away from the pressures
and inevitable distractions of your day to day
surroundings? Why not hire our technical areas
and tutorial rooms, in combination with
whatever residential or conference facilities you
may need. We also offer a full range of backup
services; technical support and maintenance
teams, reference library, catering of all kinds
from tea and biscuits to a full formal dinner.
Whether you need a television or a radio
studio, PSC or VT editing area, electronic
graphics, Audicfile, 24 -rrack music studio,
laboratory area,lecture theatre, cosy sern in ar
room or simply a location shooting kit, why
not let us help you put together a compete
package?

GENERAL



SUlWAtfARY OF GENERAL COURSES

Code Course Duration (days) Band

E024 Electricity at Work Regulations 1
E052 VDU Assessment 1
MI03 Noise at Work 1
E023 Electrical Principals & Safety for Support Staff 5
MI05 In-the-workplace Assessment 1 3
MI04 In-the workplace training 3 3
MIOl Effective Writing 2 3
0083 Practical Programme Making 2-5

GENERAL L
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CE FACILITIES
ACCOMMODATION SERVICES MANAGER: HELEN JACKSON 0386 501330 ----

The Conferencing facilities at Wood Norton are
centred on the McCrirrick building which has
been designed to offer flexibility and comfort to
conference organisers and their delegates.

In addition, adjoining each suite, there is an
office for the conference "organiser, equipped
with stationer» photocopiers and telephones.
Messages are delivered directly to the organisers
and a fax· is available in the Accommodation
Services office.There are two suites of conference rooms:

The first in McCrirrick offers the main
conference room with seating for up to 100
delegates. The room is fitted with monitors;
VCR; overhead projector; whiteboard;
flipcharts and slide projector. Camcorders can
also be arranged.
The suite also includes three seminar rooms,
seating 12-15 board style and similar
equipment to that in the main conference
room.
A second suite of rooms is in McLean (the next
building) and comprises two large rooms which
will seat up to 60 delegates and four seminar
rooms seating six. The rooms are equipped
exactly as for McCrirrick.

Accommodation in McCrirrick comprises 52
En-suite bedrooms each fitted with shower
rooms, television, radio, coffee and tea-making
facilities. Additionally, an organiser's suite
comprising three bedrooms, a lounge and
kitchen area is also available.
Other accommodation available on the site
includes a five bedroom flat, including a
lounge, kitchenette, shower room, bathroom, 3
double bedrooms and two singles fitted with
washbasins, television, radio alarms, tea and
coffee making facilities. The McLean building
houses two recently completed, self-contained
disabled bedrooms.

ACCOMMODATION SERVICES



Trainees are accommodated in 244
modern single study bedrooms with shared
facilities. The buildings are laid out in a series
of courtyards, landscaped to take into account
the natural design of the estate, built into a
wooded hillside. There are also two self
contained disabled bedrooms, containing the
latest aids and with their own parking. The
purpose built accommodation also houses T.V
lounges, laundries and kitchenettes (no cooking
facilities). All bed linen and towels are provided,
and any provisions that residents may have
forgotten in packing can be borrowed on site,
e.g alarm clocks. Items such as toiletries,
newspapers, postcards, stamps and phonecards
can be purchased from the site shop.

McCrirrick bedroom

The Restaurant is open seven days a
week, and offers a wide variety of dishes at all
services, vegetarians are automatically catered
for, and any other diets can be catered for on
request. Formal end of course dinners are very
popular in the separate Conference dining
room. A lunch and evening snack service is also
available in the Phoenix Bar which keeps
normal licensing hours. The Catering staff are
happy to deal with any requests and any
suggestions to improve and develop the service
are very welcome.

ACCOMMODATION SERVICES



Comfortable bar and sports
facilities assist the delegate to relax

and continue discussions outside the conference
room.

The Phoenix houses a recently refurbished and
enlarged bar lounge Sports facilities available
include a Squash court, Badminton court (also
marked out for Volleyball, Netball and Five-a-
side), a Multi Gym, Table Tennis and Snooker.

Outside Wood Norron lends itself to numerous
acrivites using the 175 acres at its disposal to
offer a wide range of activites, sports facilities
include a swimming pool (only in the
summer!)' Football pitch, Tennis courts,
Putting green, Croquet, an Orienteering course,
Woodland walks and River frontage with
Mooring and Fishing rights.

The estate provides plenty of space for outdoor
exercises and "management games,
Accommodation Services can also supply
contacts for providing outdoor exercises.

Wood Norton Staff are available
around the clock for assistance with

information and in the event of emergencies.
The Accommodation Services office deals with
the allocation of accommodation, transport
tolfrom Evesham, appointments for doctors
and dentists and any social arrangements
ranging from underground mine walking to
barbecues.

Our aim is to ensure that residents and visitors
find that their visit to Wood Norton is both
enjoyable and successful. We organise the
services that support their needs and comforts
and we try to ensure that any eventuality is
taken care of immediately.

Our concern is that our customers receive a
service that does not detract from the quality of
training that Wood Norton offers.

We hope that we will have the opportunity of
welcoming you to Wood Norton in the future.

Helen Jackson Accommodation Services
Manager 0386 501330

ACCOMMODATION SERVICES



DBLISHING
PRINTING & GRAPHICS; ALAN WARMINGTON 0386 501216 -------

Publishing at Wood Norron has provided a service to clients throughout tlie BBC as well as to Training, for
over twenty years, during which time we have built up an enviable reputation for the quality of our work and
our ability to meet clients' needs.

There are three main co n stjru e n ts to OUT

operation: Technical Publications, Graphics,
and Printing. Although each of these is
relatively self-contained and has its own client
base, there is strong interaction between them;
we frequently work together, using each other's
services as appropriate in the production of, for
example, technical handbooks. There are many
advantages in being close together on the same
site; the complexity involved in a typical
publishing project, with many stages involved
in the complete process from origination of
draft text and diagrams to the final master,
means that changes and corrections are
inevitable before the final product is released to
the client. We all pride ourselves on our
attention to detail, so the more discussion that
can take place with the relevant material in
front of us, the better in terms of speed,
accuracy and cost.

Our staff possess skills which are second-to-
none, l5asea on many years or experience in --~~--
their appropriate crafts within publishing, such
as design, illustration, writing, editing,
typesetting, plate-making, print operating,
finishing, and binding; all of these activities are
supported by the latest technology, including
computers where appropriate, ensuring that the
best possible results are obtained in the most
efficient and cost-effective way. As a
consequence we can offer a wide range of
publishing services at competitive rates, and
always with a flexible approach to your needs.
So if you would like to know more about what
we do, or have an idea in mind but would like
some advice or a quote, please get in touch with
us. We'll be pleased to help.

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS. PRINTING. GRAPHICS



-------- TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS: CHRIS JONES 0386 50 1278 -------

TECHNICAL PUBLICA TIONS

Technical Publications is a small but active part
of publishing at Wood Norton. We take pride
in our versatility; this is illustrated by the wide
variety of documentation that we've originated
in recent years, including:

All documentation is now computer-originated,
and our standard practice is to supply
documentation in machine-readable form in
addition to hard copy. This arrangement allows
you to apply your own modifications and
updates at a later stage if you so wish. For this
reason, we originate text and diagrams in a
format compatible with your own software.

descriptive and overview brochures
Technical facilities handbooks
User guides
Training books
Studio systems diagrams
Publicity displays

If you have a requirement for technical
publications of any sort, or would like to
discuss the possibilities, why not contact me?

As with training, the provision of technical
documentation is based on a four stage process.

Chris Jones, Technical Author, 0386 501278

Identify the need
Plan and cost
Deliver
Evaluate

If you have identified a need (or if we think we
have!), we visit your area to discuss your
requirement, in terms of the nature and extent
of the documentation. In the next stage, the the
required content is defined in more detail,
usually in the form of a synopsis which we agree
with you before we quote the cost and
timescale.

The third and fourth stages usually go through
a cycle which repeats one or more times as
necessary. We produce a first draft, which you
then validate; based on your comments, we
correct the draft before printing the final
version, or sometimes a second draft version for
further comments. This validation and
correction process is very important, as our aim
is always to achieve the best possible result in
terms of appearance, accuracy and utility,
within the budget and timescale originally
agreed with you.

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS



GRAPHICS

Our Graphics area offers a wide range of
services, including:

Roland A2 Plotter

QMS 600 dpi A3 Postcripr printer
A complete design service, tailor-made to suit a
defined budget, from original idea to finished
result

Agfa Argus X14 1200 dpi Colour Scanner with
transparency option

AutoCAD work 128 MByte Optical Disk Drive

Technical and circuit illustration Linotronic optical rypeface library, with 1200
fonts

Exhibition work and display stand design

Modem
Typography

A comprehensive typesetting facility, with up to
1200 typefaces to choose from.

We have state-of-the-art equipment and
software, including:

A fully equipped darkroom offering creative
photography, com mercial photography,
enlargements and display work. We are able to
send out a professional photographer on
demand, generally by the next day to anywhere
in the country.

Two Apple Macintosh IIFx, running
Quark Express
Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop
Mac Link Plus
WordPerfect
Microsoft Word
Aldus Persuasion, Freehand and Pagemaker

Two Cornpaq 386s PCs, running
WordPerfect
AutoCAD
CorelDraw

GRAPHICS



PRINTING

Our Printing area capability is based on offset
litho, with sheet size up to 5RA2 mono to four
colours, on Heidelberg printing presses which
were chosen for their reliability and quality of
printed image. The latest installation is a
Heidelberg 2/col perfecter, capable of printing
two colours in one pass or on both sides at
once, at a speed of 10,000 A4 copies (4 at
View) per hour.

Turnover times are minimised by fully utilising
the machinery available, with staff working a
shift pattern. We operate an overnight delivery
service for smaller items, and a direct delivery
van service to London and surrounding areas,
generally twice a week.

Printing Unit has a good reputation for quality
and delivery; this is confirmed by many repeat
orders we've received from the same customers.

We aim to install a nine station collator/saddle
stitching line which collates, stitches, folds and
trims all in one go. This is one way in which we
keep costs and delivery times to a minimum. In
addition, while it is essential that we have the
best equipment available to produce good
quality work, all our equipment in the printing
area is refurbished rather than new, making
considerable savings on capital costs.

We welcome any Graphics and Printing
enquiries, and will be pleased to follow up with
a design and quotation if you wish. Please
contact Alan Warmington on 0386 45123
X216 during office hours, or on 0386 861028
evenings and weekends.

These savings are passed on to you, the
customer, in competitive rates. We have been
operating on a total cost recovery basis for
several years, and a comprehensive costing and
estimating system allows us to establish costs at
any stage of production.

PRINTING



ADMINISTRATION & BOOKINGS

COURSE BOOKINGS FEES

Reservations can be made on all training
courses by telephoning the Planning &
Resources section. Tel.No. (0386) 501217 or
501214. Alternatively, enquiries can be made
with the appropriate Training Manager.

The key to our 1993/94 prices for published
rraining courses is the charge band quoted. The
corresponding fee can be found on our tariff
card which is enclosed in the back cover of this
brochure. Similarly, our Conference charges are
included in the same wallet.
The rraining course fees quoted are per Trainee
Day and include Overnight Accommodation
(meals not included).
VAT @ 17.5% is excluded from the fees shown.

CONFERENCE BOOKINGS

All enquiries about our Conference facilities
should be directed to the Accommodation
Services section.TeI.No. (0386) 501330.

We will attempt to hold the fees quoted
throughout the period 1st April 1993 to 31 st
March 1994.

PUBLICATION FACILITIES

Our Printing and Graphics unit and Technical
Author welcome enquiries regarding the
production of your documentation. A
competitive quotation will be given.
Tel. No. (0386) 50 1216

The world of rraining is becoming increasingly
dynamic and much of our work is in the
designing of courses specifically for an
individual client's needs.
If it is thought more appropriate, a charge for
the course can be quoted.
We welcome the opportunity to meet your
specific r ra in ing requirements and discuss
individual charges accordingly.

HIRE OF FACILITIES

When available, our facilities e.g. Studios; Edit
Suites ere. can be hired by the hour or the day.
You may wish to use Wood No r to n as the
venue for your seminar and hire from us the
facilities you need.

ADMINISTRATION & BOOKINGS
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